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Synopsis
Act I

The kingdom of Allemonde. Golaud, a widower and grandson of King Arkel, has
lost his way hunting in the forest. Near a fountain, he discovers a weeping young
girl, Mélisande. She can’t explain who she is or what has happened to her. She
reluctantly agrees to follow Golaud.
In Arkel’s castle, Golaud’s mother, Geneviève, reads the old king a letter that her
son has written to his half-brother, Pelléas. In it, Golaud explains the circumstances
of his meeting with Mélisande six months ago. He has married her but knows no
more of her story than he did then. He is afraid to return home because Arkel,
though he accepts the marriage, had nevertheless hoped for Golaud to take a wife
in a politically favorable union. Pelléas enters, asking to visit a dying friend. Arkel
reminds him that his own father is seriously ill and persuades him to stay to greet
Golaud’s new wife.
From the castle garden, Geneviève shows Mélisande the forests of Allemonde and
the sea beyond. Pelléas joins them, and Geneviève entrusts the girl to his care.
Alone with Mélisande, Pelléas tells her that he may soon have to go on a journey.

Act II

Pelléas takes Mélisande to a well in the park. As she plays by the water, fascinated
by her reflection, her wedding ring falls in the moment that the clock strikes noon.
She wonders how to explain it to Golaud. Pelléas advises her to tell the truth.

Golaud has been thrown from his horse on the stroke of midday. He lies in bed,
tended by Mélisande. She tells him that she is not happy and longs to leave the
castle. When Golaud takes her hand, he notices the missing ring. Asked what
happened to it, she replies that she must have lost it in a grotto by the sea. Golaud
commands her to go and look for it at once, even though it is night. She is to take
Pelléas with her.
Pelléas and Mélisande have gone to the grotto so that she will be able to describe
the place to Golaud. As the moon appears, Mélisande is frightened when she sees
three beggars sleeping in the grotto and asks to be taken back to the castle.

Intermission
Act III

(AT APPROXIMATELY 8:40PM)

Pelléas appears below Mélisande’s window to tell her that he is leaving. She leans
out, and he reaches for her hair, marveling at it. Suddenly, Golaud appears and tells
them to stop behaving like children.
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Golaud leads Pelléas to a pool beneath the castle. Pelléas feels as if he is
suffocating, and they leave.
Back on the surface, he gratefully breathes the fresh air. Golaud warns him to
keep away from Mélisande, who is pregnant.
Golaud suspiciously questions Yniold, his son by his first marriage, about Pelléas
and Mélisande. The boy innocently replies that they are always together, but he
has only seen them kiss once. When Mélisande’s window lights up, Golaud lifts
Yniold to look into the room. Yniold sees Pelléas enter, but he and Mélisande
only look at the light and don’t speak.

Intermission

(AT APPROXIMATELY 9:45PM)

Act IV

In the castle, Pelléas tells Mélisande that his father has recovered and that he will
leave the next day. They agree to meet by the well one last time to say goodbye.

Arkel assures Mélisande that the castle will now be more cheerful. He hopes
that her youth and beauty will bring about a new era. Golaud enters. He angrily
confronts Mélisande, making ironic remarks about her innocence, throwing her
to the ground, and dragging her by her hair. Arkel is horrified.
Yniold tries to recover his golden ball, which has fallen between some stones. A
shepherd passes by with his sheep, on their way to slaughter.
Pelléas arrives at the well, soon followed by Mélisande, and they finally confess
their love. Realizing that there is someone waiting in the dark, they desperately
kiss. Golaud enters and kills Pelléas. Then he pursues the fleeing Mélisande.

Act V

Mélisande, who has prematurely given birth to a daughter, is dying. When Golaud,
full of remorse, questions her about Pelléas, she innocently admits that she loved
him. Golaud realizes there will be no resolution to his torment. Mélisande’s child
is brought to her, but she can see only sadness in its face. Then she quietly dies.
Arkel leads Golaud away, observing that it is now the child’s turn.

Visit metopera.org
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In Focus
Claude Debussy

Pelléas et Mélisande
Premiere: Paris, Opéra Comique, 1902
Claude Debussy’s only completed full-length opera is a unique work. Historic
influences are discernible in the score, and aspects of it have inspired later
composers, but this opera nevertheless occupies a category all its own. In
fact, it may best be understood in terms of what it is not: Its enigmatic
drama and musical originality are contrary to the operatic trends of the time
of its composition—the naturalism of the verismo, the melodic sweep of the
Romantics, and the folk-inspired approach of the Nationalists. The story itself
has many standard operatic features, including a love triangle that turns deadly.
Still, if this central plot point is familiar, almost everything else about the work is
atypical. The source play, by Maurice Maeterlinck, is an exercise in Symbolism,
an artistic movement opposed to the principles of realism. The characters rarely
reveal their feelings or intentions, and the dialogue is often deliberately indirect.
Despite its unusual dramatic and musical texture, the opera was a popular
success throughout the early decades of the 20th century. The beauty of the
sensuous vocal lines and the ravishing orchestral writing will appeal to anyone
who is willing to listen beyond standard operatic techniques.

The Creators
Claude Debussy (1862–1918) was a French composer who is best known for his
orchestral music (Nocturnes, La Mer, Prélude à l’Après-midi d’un Faune) and
piano works. His experiments in instrumentation and formal structure made him
a huge influence on 20th-century music. Belgian author Maurice Maeterlinck
(1862–1949) was deeply involved in the Symbolist movement. Among his
other plays are Ariane et Barbe-Bleu (1899, set as an opera by Paul Dukas) and
L’Oiseau Bleu (1908, filmed several times).

The Setting
The opera is set in the mythical kingdom of Allemonde. The setting is more
suggestive than specific. Allemonde is reminiscent of “Allemagne” (Germany)
and “le monde” (the world), but it could just as easily stand for a place that has
never existed. The era is not indicated, but the ambience of the story is medieval.
Sir Jonathan Miller’s staging moves the action to the turn of the 20th century.

Visit metopera.org
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The Music
The score’s constantly shifting palette of tones and colors (with very little
expository recitative and no conventional arias) is a perfect musical reflection of
the story’s ambiguity and symbolism. There are motifs to represent characters—a
staccato rhythm for Golaud, for example—that undergo subtle variations over
the course of the opera. The whole tone scale, a device that Debussy used
frequently in his compositions, is found throughout this score. Its harmonically
“open” feel often indicates a sense of being lost, as in the first scene, set in
a forest. Ancient harmonic modes also contribute to a simultaneously exotic
and ritualistic atmosphere. Shifts from one key to another are so delicately
accomplished that there is often a sense of being in no specific key at all.
Moments of distinct tonality are used in unusual ways. The familiar “bright” key
of C major, for instance, tends to represent darkness. The vocal lines are as
intensely wedded to the text as any in opera, and the ethereal vowels and liquid
consonants of the French language are an important part of the soundscape.
The solo roles are famously adaptable to a wide variety of voices: Pelléas has
been sung by tenors and baritones, and Mélisande likewise has been performed
with equal success by sopranos and mezzos.

Met History
The opera had its Met premiere in 1925 with Spanish soprano Lucrezia Bori and
Canadian tenor (later Met General Manager) Edward Johnson, in a production
designed by Joseph Urban that was presented (with revisions) until 1962. Erté
created Bori’s costumes. The initial popularity of the opera faded considerably
in the middle of the century, and many of the seasons of the 1930s and 1940s
featured only two or three performances of Pelléas et Mélisande. Among the
diverse artists who appeared in these years in various roles were Bidù Sayão,
Helen Jepson, Raoul Jobin, Martial Singher, Lawrence Tibbett, and Ezio Pinza. A
new production by Paul-Emile Deiber in 1972 featured Sir Colin Davis conducting
Barry McDaniel, Judith Blegen, Sir Thomas Allen, and Giorgio Tozzi. Teresa
Stratas, who had appeared as the child Yniold in 1962, starred as Mélisande in
a 1977 revival, with James Levine conducting Raymond Gibbs, José van Dam,
Jerome Hines, and Adam Guettel as Yniold. Levine also led the premiere of the
current production, by Sir Jonathan Miller, in 1995, with Frederica von Stade,
celebrating her 25th anniversary with the company, as Mélisande. The cast also
included Dwayne Croft, Robert Lloyd, and Marilyn Horne. Other singers who
have appeared in this production include Anne Sofie von Otter, Dame Felicity
Palmer, Susanne Mentzer, Dawn Upshaw, and William Burden. During the 2010–
11 season, Sir Simon Rattle made his Met debut conducting the opera, with a
cast that included Magdalena Kozená, Palmer, Stéphane Degout, Gerald Finley,
and Sir Willard White.
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ackstage after a memorable performance of Pelléas et Mélisande at the
Metropolitan Opera, a well-meaning admirer asked the French conductor
Pierre Monteux, “Do you suppose Pelléas will ever be really a success?”
Monteux replied, “It was never intended to be.” He was exactly right: Debussy
never meant for his opera to be popular with the general opera-going public.
Indeed, he would have regarded such popular success as an artistic failure. This
attitude, which linked him to the elitist Symbolist aesthetic, was plainly expressed
in a letter to his friend and senior colleague, the composer Ernest Chausson,
precisely when he was beginning to compose Pelléas. “Music,” he wrote, “really
ought to have been a hermetical science, enshrined in texts so difficult and
laborious as to discourage the herd of people who treat it as casually as they do
a handkerchief! I would go further and, instead of spreading music among the
populace, I propose the foundation of a Society of Musical Esotericism.” True
to his principles, when Debussy completed his opera in 1895, his original plans
for its performance involved not the opera houses of Paris, but that city’s small
avant-garde theaters. He even toyed with the possibility of private performances
at the home of a wealthy patron of the arts. As it turned out, he had to wait seven
years for the opera’s premiere, which took place in 1902 at the Opéra Comique
in Paris. Ironically, given Debussy’s expressed disdain for popular success, this
production brought him international celebrity. Originally a succès de scandale,
the opera became more a succès d’estime, though it always attracted a small
contingent of passionate admirers.
While Pelléas made its composer famous, it also seems to have inhibited
his subsequent plans to create new operas. His admirers clamored for “another
Pelléas,” but Debussy was determined not to repeat himself. His major operatic
project after Pelléas, a double-bill drawn from tales by Edgar Allan Poe (The
Devil in the Belfry and The Fall of the House of Usher), was promised to the Met
but never came to fruition. Likewise, an earlier opera, Rodrigue et Chimène,
based on the story of El Cid, was left unfinished and unperformed. Other
projects also fell by the wayside, including Romeo and Juliet, As You Like It,
and The Story of Tristan. Thus, despite a lifelong ambition to write music for the
theater, Debussy ended his career a “one-opera” composer, like, among others,
Beethoven, Bartók, and Messiaen. (The Fall of the House of Usher and Rodrigue
et Chimène were “completed” by other hands and staged posthumously in the
late 20th century.)
Before it was an opera, Pelléas et Mélisande was a play, a Symbolist
drama published in 1892 by the Belgian playwright, poet, and mystic Maurice
Maeterlinck. Celebrated in his lifetime and the recipient of the 1911 Nobel Prize
for literature, he has since faded from fashion.
The Symbolist aesthetic, central to both the play and Debussy’s setting of
it, sought through art to create ideal beauty by evoking an ideal world, more
Visit metopera.org
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real than the real world. Symbolist poets therefore used words not for their
ordinary, descriptive meanings but rather for their aura of associations, which
could suggest this reality beyond the senses. Words thus became symbols, and
the poet’s goal was to create a sensual and spiritual effect through a suggestive
vagueness and an atmosphere of mystery. Only an audience attuned to the
poet’s rarefied and mystical sensibility could hope to share in this otherworldly
beauty. Such ambitions explain Debussy’s desire for an exclusive audience of
elite “initiates”—his proposed Society of Musical Esotericism—that would
naturally exclude the general opera goer enamored of the low life of verismo or
the mythological heroes of the post-Wagnerians.
There is certainly a mysterious vagueness about many aspects of Pelléas.
The setting is indefinite in both time and place. The name of the imaginary
kingdom (“Allemonde”) combines the German word for “all” with the French
for “world,” suggesting a certain universality but in fact representing a “world”
that is both self-contained and quite separate from the real one. The action is
largely confined to the castle and its grounds, and the main characters avoid
contact with the outside world. Pelléas and Mélisande recoil from the silent
beggars they encounter in the grotto, the servants never speak, and the sailors’
and shepherd’s voices are only heard from a distance.
There is even a vagueness about the relationships among the principal
characters, who belong to no fewer than four generations. Geneviève, the
mother of the half-brothers Golaud and Pelléas, is generally taken to be the
daughter of King Arkel but is probably his daughter-in-law: She speaks of having
lived in the castle nearly 40 years, which, given the age of her elder son, means
that she could not have been born there but, like Mélisande, must have arrived
as a bride. Her second husband, Pelléas’s unnamed father, never appears; her
first, Golaud’s father, is never mentioned and is presumably dead. Is it possible
that this generation, too, was marked by fratricide: that the two sons of Arkel
quarreled over Geneviève, that Pelléas’s father killed Golaud’s and then married
his wife? We are probably not supposed to speculate about such things, but
doing so leads to a crucial point.
This is a family shaped by a powerful destiny—the force of fate is constantly
felt and discussed—and patterns of behavior repeat generation after generation,
often with tragic consequences. As Arkel says of Mélisande’s daughter in the
opera’s closing lines, shortly after Mélisande dies: “She must now live in her
[mother’s] place. It is the poor little one’s turn now. …” If Geneviève was a past
Mélisande grown old, the little girl is the infant Mélisande for the future.
Instead of a continuously developing narrative, the action unfolds in a series
of vignettes connected by orchestral interludes: 15 short scenes organized into
five acts. The settings themselves are highly atmospheric, and one entire scene
(Act IV, Scene 3) is purely symbolic: The child Yniold cannot dislodge his golden
40

ball, wedged between a rock and a heavy stone. (Human will is powerless in
the pursuit of perfection: Pelléas and Mélisande too are unable to “seize”
love and are “trapped” in their pursuit of it.) The sun vanishes. (The source of
light and life disappears; the king fails to provide guidance.) The sheep stop
bleating when they realize that they are no longer on the path to the shed. (The
innocent lambs are being led to the unknown—or to the slaughter—and they
accept their fate; Pelléas and Mélisande are also innocents led by destiny and
destined for death.)
The libretto abounds in such symbols and recurring images. Mélisande is the
mysterious outsider in this drama. Golaud wants to know from where she came,
but she will not say. From a later Maeterlinck play, Ariane et Barbe-Bleue (set as
an opera by Paul Dukas), we learn that she was one of Bluebeard’s imprisoned
and terrorized wives. No wonder she recoils from Golaud’s touch in the opening
scene. Like the pursued boar that Golaud has wounded, she too is an injured
creature. As a battered woman she is obviously a victim, but as the “provocation”
to fratricide she also becomes an agent of fate. Her kinship with Mélusine, the
archetypical siren of French mythology, is suggested by the similarity of their
names, and like the sirens of Greek mythology, she seduces with her voice. Her
song from the tower in Act III lures Pelléas, and, in the Act IV love scene, he
rhapsodizes over the beauty of her voice, unwittingly invoking the sirens that
enticed sailors to their deaths: “Your voice seems to have wafted across the
sea in spring!” When Mélisande tells Pelléas that she loves him, is she telling
the truth, or, as seductress and/or battered woman, is she only saying what she
thinks he wants to hear? Pelléas questions her veracity; Golaud is convinced
that she is a liar (she admits as much, and we witness it); the blind Arkel “sees”
nothing but innocence.
Since Pelléas is a prose play, it presented a special challenge to the
composer. Most conspicuously, it contains no verse passages suitable to be
set as arias. The only verse in the play is the mock folk song that Mélisande
sings from the tower (Act III), essentially unaccompanied in the opera. Debussy’s
“solution” to this challenge was to create his own musical “language”: a highly
expressive recitational “chanting” over an orchestral background. The vocal
style aims to convey the pacing and inflection of stylized, theatrical speech,
though, at moments of emotional climax, it soars into pure melody, producing
“arias” of extraordinary beauty but lasting only seconds. In both tangible and
subliminal ways, the orchestra not only supports the characters’ words but
reflects their thoughts and feelings. Maeterlinck’s prose style was actually ideal
for Debussy’s purposes. The sparseness of words and frequent silences leave
room for orchestral expression and “commentary,” while the constant repetition
of words and phrases serves to sustain emotions, allowing time for appropriate
musical expression. Furthermore, the recurring poetic images and symbols
Visit metopera.org
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that fill the text invite a corresponding system of associated orchestral themes
(leitmotifs)—a kind of musical Symbolism.
In the aftermath of the controversial premiere, Debussy wrote to a sympathetic
critic, acknowledging the Symbolist aspects of his opera but also stressing
its realist features: “The drama of Pelléas, despite its atmosphere of dreams,
contains much more humanity than those so-called ‘slices of life’ [i.e., the verismo
genre]. … The characters of this opera try to sing like real people, and not in an
arbitrary language of worn-out clichés.” If the audience failed to understand it,
he lamented, it was because they were unwilling to make the effort.
Now, a century after its premiere, the frequent stagings and numerous
recordings of Pelléas have proven Debussy’s call for a Society of Musical
Esotericism to have been unduly pessimistic. Still, it remains a special work that
demands of its audience unusual concentration, imagination, and a willingness
to surrender to its unique, wide-awake “atmosphere of dreams.”
—David Grayson

Pelléas et Mélisande on Demand
Looking for more Pelléas et Mélisande? Check out Met Opera on
Demand, our online streaming service, to enjoy other outstanding
performances from past Met seasons, including a sublime 1995
radio broadcast, featuring Dwayne Croft and Frederica von Stade
in the title roles, and a stunning 2011 performance led by Sir Simon
Rattle. Start your seven-day free trial and explore the full catalog of
nearly 700 complete performances at metoperaondemand.org.
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The Cast

Yannick Nézet-Séguin
conductor (montreal , canada )

et Mélisande, La Traviata, and Dialogues des Carmélites at the Met;
and concerts with the Philadelphia Orchestra, Montreal’s Orchestre Métropolitain, Berlin
Philharmonic, Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra, and Met Orchestra at Carnegie Hall.
met appearances  Elektra, Parsifal, Der Fliegende Holländer, Otello, Don Carlo, Rusalka, La
Traviata, Faust, and Carmen (debut, 2009).
career highlights  He is in his first season as the Met’s Jeanette Lerman-Neubauer Music
Director. He is music director of the Philadelphia Orchestra (2012) and artistic director
and principal conductor of the Orchestre Métropolitain (OM) (2000). In 2018, he became
honorary conductor of the Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra, where he was music director
for ten seasons, and in 2016, he was named an honorary member of the Chamber Orchestra
of Europe (COE). Between 2008 and 2014, he was principal guest conductor of the London
Philharmonic Orchestra. His operatic credits include Die Zauberflöte, La Clemenza di Tito,
Le Nozze di Figaro, Die Entführung aus dem Serail, Così fan tutte, and Don Giovanni in
concert in Baden-Baden, most of them with the COE; Parsifal in concert with the OM;
Lohengrin and Der Fliegende Holländer at the Vienna State Opera; Rusalka at Covent
Garden; and Roméo et Juliette at the Salzburg Festival and La Scala.
this season  Pelléas

Marie-Nicole Lemieux
contralto (dolbeau - mistassini, canada )
this season  Geneviève in Pelléas et Mélisande for her debut and Mistress Quickly in
Falstaff at Met, Ottone/Giunone in Handel’s Agrippina in concert with Il Pomo d’Oro, and
Azucena in Il Trovatore in Madrid.
career highlights  Recent performances include Mistress Quickly at Covent Garden and
the Vienna State Opera, Dalila in Samson et Dalila and title role of Carmen in concert and
Suzuki in Madama Butterfly in Paris, Ulrica in Un Ballo in Maschera in Wiesbaden and Zurich,
Storgé in Handel’s Jephtha at the Paris Opera, the title role of Rossini’s Tancredi in concert
in Brussels, and Bertarido in Rodelina in concert with Il Pomo d’Oro. She has also sung
Suzuki in Orange, Amsterdam, and Barcelona; the Sphynx in Enescu’s Oedipe at Covent
Garden; Mistress Quickly at La Scala, the Canadian Opera Company, the Paris Opera, and
in Montreal; Azucena in Orange and at the Salzburg Festival; Ulrica in Brussels; Dalila in
Montreal; Isabella in L’Italiana in Algeri and the title role of Giulio Cesare in concert and
Tancredi in Paris; the Princess in Suor Angelica and Zita in Gianni Schicchi in Vienna; and
Polinesso in Handel’s Ariodante in concert with Il Complesso Barocco.
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The gripping double bill, a highlight of the 2014–15 season,
returns in a film noir–inspired staging by Mariusz Treliński.
Maestro Henrik Nánási makes his Met debut leading an all-star
cast, including Sonya Yoncheva, Angela Denoke, Matthew
Polenzani, and Gerald Finley.
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Isabel Leonard
mezzo - soprano (new york , new york )

in Pelléas et Mélisande, the title role of Marnie, and Blanche de la
Force in Dialogues des Carmélites at the Met and a Met Orchestra concert at Carnegie Hall.
met appearances  Cherubino in Le Nozze di Figaro, Zerlina in Don Giovanni, Charlotte
in Werther, Rosina in The Barber of Seville and Il Barbiere di Siviglia, Dorabella in Così
fan tutte, Blanche de la Force, Miranda in Thomas Adès’s The Tempest, and Stéphano in
Roméo et Juliette (debut, 2007).
career highlights  Recent performances include Rosina in Il Barbiere di Siviglia at
Washington National Opera and the Vienna State Opera, the title role of La Cenerentola
at the Vienna State Opera, Concepcion in Ravel’s L’Heure Espagnole with the Los
Angeles Philharmonic, Donna Elvira in Don Giovanni in Aix-en-Provence, Charlotte in
Bologna, Adalgisa in Norma at the Canadian Opera Company, and Ada Monroe in the
world premiere of Jennifer Higdon’s Cold Mountain at the Santa Fe Opera and at Opera
Philadelphia. She has also appeared at the Bavarian State Opera, Paris Opera, Salzburg
Festival, Glyndebourne Festival, and Lyric Opera of Chicago. She was the 2011 recipient of
the Met’s Beverly Sills Artist Award, established by Agnes Varis and Karl Leichtman.
this season  Mélisande

Paul Appleby
tenor (south bend, indiana )

in Pelléas et Mélisande and Don Ottavio in Don Giovanni at the Met,
the title role of Candide in concert in Barcelona, Joe Cannon in John Adams’s Girls of
the Golden West and Pelléas at the Dutch National Opera, and concert appearances
with the Deutsches Symphonie-Orchester Berlin, BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, and
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra.
met appearances  Don Ottavio, Belmonte in Die Entführung aus dem Serail, Tom Rakewell
in The Rake’s Progress, David in Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, Brian in Nico Muhly’s Two
Boys, Chevalier de la Force in Dialogues des Carmélites, Hylas in Les Troyens, Demetrius in
The Enchanted Island, and Brighella in Ariadne auf Naxos (debut, 2011).
career highlights  Recent performances include Candide in concert with Orchestra of St.
Luke’s, Tom Rakewell and Belmonte at the Dutch National Opera, Joe Cannon in the world
premiere of Girls of the Golden West at San Francisco Opera, Tamino in excerpts from
Die Zauberflöte in concert with the Los Angeles Philharmonic, and Bénédict in Béatrice
et Bénédict at the Paris Opera and Glyndebourne Festival. He is a graduate of the Met’s
Lindemann Young Artist Development Program.
this season  Pelléas

Visit metopera.org
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Ferruccio Furlanetto
bass (sacile, italy)

in Pelléas et Mélisande at the Met, Philip II in Don Carlo at LA Opera,
Prince Gremin in Eugene Onegin and Banquo in Macbeth at the Vienna State Opera,
Fiesco in Simon Boccanegra and Padre Guardiano in La Forza del Destino at Covent
Garden, and Vodník in Rusalka at San Francisco Opera.
met appearances  Since his 1980 debut as the Grand Inquisitor in Don Carlo, he has sung
more than 200 performances of 16 roles, including Fiesco, Philip II, de Silva in Ernani, Don
Basilio in Il Barbiere di Siviglia, Méphistophélès in Faust, Cardinal Brogni in Halévy’s La
Juive, and Leporello and the title role in Don Giovanni.
career highlights  He is a Kammersänger and honorary member of the Vienna State
Opera, where his most recent roles include Prince Ivan Khovansky in Khovanshchina,
Philip II, Fiesco, and the title role of Boris Godunov. He has appeared with all of the
world’s leading opera companies, including La Scala, St. Petersburg’s Mariinsky Theatre,
Staatsoper Berlin, the Paris Opera, San Francisco Opera, Lyric Opera of Chicago, and in
Verona, Madrid, Barcelona, Geneva, Tokyo, Venice, Salzburg, Rome, and Florence.
this season  Arkel

Kyle Ketelsen
bass - baritone (clinton, iowa )

in Pelléas et Mélisande and Escamillo in Carmen at the Met, the
King of Scotland in Handel’s Ariodante at Lyric Opera of Chicago, Count Rodolfo in La
Sonnambula in concert in Zurich, Escamillo at San Francisco Opera, Méphistophélès in La
Damnation de Faust in concert with France’s Les Siècles, and concert appearances with
the Madison Symphony Orchestra
met appearances  Escamillo, Mr. Flint in Billy Budd, Leporello in Don Giovanni, and
Angelotti in Tosca (debut, 2006)
career highlights  Recent performances include Leporello in Lyon and at the Dallas
Opera, Nick Shadow in The Rake’s Progress at the Dutch National Opera and in Aix-enProvence, Escamillo in Madrid, Golaud in Paris, Figaro in Le Nozze di Figaro in Barcelona,
and Méphistophélès in Faust in Zurich. He has also sung Leporello at the Santa Fe Opera,
Canadian Opera Company, Lyric Opera of Chicago, Houston Grand Opera, and in
Madrid and Aix-en-Provence; Golaud in Zurich; Zoroastro in Handel’s Orlando with the
English Concert; Don Basilio in Il Barbiere di Siviglia and Escamillo at the Bavarian State
Opera; Escamillo in Orange, Rome, Barcelona, and at Minnesota Opera; Figaro in Aix-enProvence; and Nick Shadow at Covent Garden.
this season  Golaud
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